
Thus, for financial reasons I am not
renewing my subscription. But I am also
not doing so because I resent your trying
to force us into "membership." The stories
in ONE are usually depressing or typical
bar-scene episodes, but there were oc-
casional bits that made the magazine worth-
while.

Others are taking up the cause, and
I shall turn my turn efforts and support to
them.

Mr. N. P. M.
Alexandria, Pa.

Dear ONE's:
You all get better all the time. To do

such a good job month after month you
must never rest.

I am delighted with the new Confi.
The February cover was exquisite. Keep

the good photos coming.

Mr_ F. J.
Stone Mt., Georgia

Dear Editor:
I was very pleased with Dr, Ray Evan's

report in January ONE on Cory's latest
book. I read the book myself, and find that
I agree with Dr. Evan's sentiments. I don't
believe that the homosexual is in any way
superior to the heterosexual-nor the other
way round. I think the point Cory was
trying to get across is that just because
We are homosexuals should not stop us
from going into life like anybody else
would. There is good and evil in all walks
of life. The homosexual is no better and
no worse than his fellow man.

When I was in the service I took all kinds
of training such as. airborne training and
ranger training and guerilla warfare. This
is taining that a lot of straight persons
cannot take. It is mentally and physically

tiring. To tell the truth, I did it just to
prove that I was just as much man as the
next. I think this is an important point for
us all.

Mr. J. H. P.
Dallas, Texas

Dear ONE:
The opening article in your January issue

is titled "A Serious Look at the 'Second
Cory Report'''. Nowhere has Mr. Evans or
your editor bothered to give the actual
title of the book dealth with, which I must
gather to be The Homosexual and His
Society: A View from Within (which inclden-
tally is again dealt with incorrectly in
your Bookservice citation where you give
only Cory as the author and skip his junior
partner). Or perhaps you're just trying to
get away from those middle-class hetero-
sexual values tquntingly alleged by Dr. Ellis
and disciples lil(e Cory and LeRoy.

Noel I. Garde
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Slater:
The lack of editorial comment on the

part of ONE regarding the death of Presi-
dent Kennedy was rather distressing. ONE's
attitude, I am sure, does not reflect the
thinking of intelligent homosexuals. Mr.
Kennedy was the president of all Americans
regardless of their sexual persuasion. This
kind of on attitude coming from a publica-
tion such as the Daily Worker could be
understood, but not coming from an or-
ganization composed of presumably loyal
Americans. I believe that ONE owes some
sort of on explanation to those readers
who feel as I do.

Elliot Castor
Saras'ota, Florida
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K. O. Neal

ONE, Incorporated
2256 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 6, California

Dear Mr. Neal:
I read your February editorial, and was very impressed. You have

brought out some very good points that should be discussed.
I have been very close to homosexuals and observed and talked

frankly with many, since discovering my son to be "gay," about
eight years ago. I have devoted my life since, trying to understand
the homosexual and helping him in any way I can.

An invert is no more apt to be a criminal, or have less love of his
country than straight people. The best way I can think of proving
this statement is simply to observe and get to know a cross section
of them.

It makes my blood boil to hear giggles and snide remarks made by
those on the "other" side of the fence, who haven't the slightest con-
ception of why an individual is a homosexual. They know so little
about the subject, and are really afraid to learn anymore; so they
continue to ridicule and push down homosexuals, in order to try to
eventually abolish same, which will never happen.

God created the invert in the beginning. He will continue to live on
this earth too, and serve in his community to the best of his capacity.

Inverts are on the whole, wonderful people, and the world has
prospered greatly from their talents, wit, and laughter, and indeed,
they are no different from anyone else. They should be treated with
equal respect. "Gay" people need love and respect desperately. I have
talked to too many in my life not to know this to be true, and this
love and respect given freely will indeed be returned as it has to me.
They know they can come to me with their problems, and not be
laughed at but approached with understanding.

I know some parents who have accepted the fact that their child
is an invert, but that is as far as it goes. They won't discuss the
matter further with the child, and the subject remains closed whether
the boy or girl remains at home or not. And, indeed, many a boy or
girl has been driven from home because of the need to talk to some-
one concerning their lives and problems. Parents who really love their
children are then miserable, to say nothing of the child, so, why don't
parents wake up and try to provide a sane and happy life for them.
If they could be made to realize that the main cause of, or rather
0l'!e ~f the apparently significant causes, of homosexuality, stems
within their own upbringing of their children, there would result a
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much happier relation between parent and child. My own life has
been enriched since learning of my son's sexual leanings.

The majority of religions still have not accepted their responsibility
to inverts but many individual clerics have done so and not neces-
sarily only the clerics who, themselves are "gay." This is a step,
anyway, in the right direction.

Incidentally, the word "queer" is so far from the truth. There are
so many good words to describe the invert, but not "queer."

Absolutely, homosexual acts are just as natural for them, as hetero-
sexual acts are to the heterosexual. Indeed, one can not change what
one feels in his or her heart. As a matter of fact, I very seriously
doubt if there is or ever has been a husband and wife who have not
at one time or other become involved in acts which are described in
the various state laws as "unnatural." If this is true, and I know
it to be so, then homosexuals and heterosexuals alike break the law
in a very real sense.

In answer to your last question, Mr. Neal, I definitely feel that
homosexuals should actively fight and contribute toward changing
their situation instead of passively accepting it. They are, without
any doubt at all, in the same situation as the Negro, trying to be a
part of our free country. The Negro is fighting and slowly, but surely
winning, and the invert must fight also. One of the first and main
obstacles to abolish is this infernal display of effeminacy that many
homosexuals feel they must exercise in order to be recognized.

I have practically written a book, I'm afraid, but my heart is so
full on this subject that I had to answer your excellent editorial. I
have quite a number of "gay" friends in California, one of my special
ones being a worker for his own cause.

Just one more thing. I would so much appreciate any help or sug-
gestions you might be able to give me, that I might be able to fulfill
a long-time dream of helping parents of inverts to accept and under-
stand this problem, and to help young or otherwise confused inverts
"over the hump" so to speak. It is such a ticklish situation that I
don't know where or how to start. I have a lot of time on my hands,
but no overabundance of money.

Thank you for your patience in reading this.
Sincerely,
Mrs. R. A.

.,
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BO'B WALT'RIP

ON LJ.FE AND ART AND THE HOMOSEXUAL

It seems to me that every homosex-
ual is in constant fear of growing old
and being lonely. But we must real-
ize that old age and loneliness are not
exclusively homosexual conditions. If
you look about you you'll find that
there are a great many heterosexuals
sitting on park benches who have
nothing to do and no pep left to do it
with. It's true that they might once
have been men who had wives and
children to come home to-where the
homosexual had nobody. But this
might have been the fault of the
homosexual, and not the fault of
Cruel Fate. All too often gay young
men roll themselves up in a comfort-
ing ball of self-pity and make them-
selves so completely unreceptive to
others that' they never find a mate.
Like brainless birds, they perch on
bar stools and spend their beautiful,
fleeting youth in nothing more pro-

ductive than screaming greetings to
each other. They are secure in their
despair, and afraid to try and find
a permanent lover.

Another curious thing is that every
homosexual thinks that he's entirely
and completely unique in his misery.
He thinks no one-absolutely no one
-is as unhappy as he. No one has
suffered as much, no one has under-
gone so manyindignities, and no one
has loved so often or so fruitlesslv.
(No pun intended.) The individuitl
homosexual believes that he is the
only one who lies in bed at night
wishing there were someone else
there. He is the only one who walks
down a street and yearns for the sex-
ual embrace of various passing men.
He is the only one in a cage from
which he cannot escape--cannot e",-
cape to be himself and openly love
other men. He is the only one who
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has been raped or rolled or beaten or
jailed. What he doesn't realize is that
everyone of those beautiful men sit- ~
ting on those bar stools chatting mer-
rily feel exactly the same as he. It is
a sad thing, but true. Tennessee Wil-
liams said "We're all sentenced to a
solitary confinement within our-
selves."

I have often heard the cry, "But
nobody understands." Unfortunately,
this is entirely true. Dear reader, no-
body-absolutely no bod y-under,
stands you, and nobody ever will.
You can live with another person all
your life and he still won't completely
understand you. You can talk to 'a
psychiatrist for twenty years and even
he will not entirely understand you.
Your parents never understood you,
your friends never understood you;
and God Himself probably never
fathomed your mind. In order for
another person to understand you, he
has to shuck off his own problems
and live your life for you inside your
body. This is impossible, so it is im-
possible for anyone else to really un-
derstand. The best thing you can do
is try to understand yourself.

After you understand yourself, ac-
cept yourself for what you are and
love yourself. But never, never make
the horrible mistake of trying to
make the heterosexual world accept
you as well. It is not yet possible to
ask Mrs. Bluelip down the street tel
accept you as a homosexual. She will
accept you on a thousand other terms
-if you're that nice Mr. Jones who
raises gardenias and dresses SJ well,
This is what you must work with-
dress well, raise gardenias, and be
friends with her. After you are very

. good friends she might come to a
realization of your sexual proclivities.
But I would never recommend that
you come right out and tell her. In
the first place, she really won't bel ievn
it. In the second place, you will al-
ways be-thenceforth-that silly man

who acts like a queer, and who ad-
mitted that he is one. In a word, you
will never really be friends. If the
heterosexual world knows that you're
gay, you will always be a "queer"
first and a raiser of gardenias second.
And you will never be able to rise
above this, even if you desert horti-
culture and become the world's great-
est nuclear physicist.

But is holding the truth from om
neighbors so horribly wrong? I
don't really think so. A bald headed
man wears a toupee. If we hate our
neighbors we're usually civil toward
them anyway. Most of us refrain
from making unkind allusions to
Mrs. Plumpbottom's moustache or
Mr. Plumpbottom's buck teeth. In
other words, we are constantly lying
in our every day life. So it's not
really so bad to lie about our sex
lives, if it makes things easier. And
most of us will agree that it does.

We are constantly crying about the
heterosexuals who attack us. But we
never really stop to consider their
side of the story . We take it {or
granted that they are all fiends with
gore-smeared fangs and let it go at
that. But why do they look upon the
homosexual as they do? I think it's
because they're just a little bit afraid
of us. It could be that we remind
them of a phase of their youth which
they still feel guilty about. They are
afraid that they'll revert to that past
phase and be Found Out. Since no
one is entirely masculine, the straight
men protect that masculinity which
they possess with all the fiber of their
being. They are always afraid that
they'll lose it. And the homosexual
presents the greatest challenge. They
somehow fear we'll take their man-
hood; so they strike out in terror and
destroy us. If you fear someone, you
can never be his friend. Consequent-
ly, the homosexual and the hetm:osex-
ual are enemies. I'm afraid thai
they'll remain enemies for a long,
long time.
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, So, if no one understands us and
the heterosexual world fears and
hates us; where are we and how do
we go about the task of living life
with pride and confidence? It's a
hard question to answer. Most of us
stumble through life somehow. A few
of us commit suicide. We all con-
stantly seek happiness and r.one of us
really finds it. For it is a part of hu-
man nature never to be satisfied. He-
gardless of what we have, we are
sure that things could be much bet-
ter. For some reason. a good IIIany
of us are never really satisfied by
sex, .and constantly s'eek a Perfect
Partner who never seems to show up.
We-like all people-feel that life is
somehow passing us by. But this, too.
is part of the human condition, and
is not the exclusive cross that the
homosexual bears.

Through history the homosexual
has been used in art merely for the
sake of his homosexuality. Since peo-
pIe choose to label things and store
them neatly in the mind, the homo-
phile is called a queer, and is forced
to remain within that category. In
literature, gay people are introduced
in order that they may be ridiculed,
be witty, be attacked, be the attacker,
or commit suicide in order to neatly
tie up a story line. They are never
really people, and they somehow
never really come to life on the page.
Ann Bannon and her group are in-
strumental in writing horribly de-
pressing novels about blathering neu-
rotics who go through life having sex
and fist fights. More "literate" au'
thors-who are read in colleges and
coffee houses-choose the homosexual
because one can say just about any-
thing about him without fear of con'
tradiction. Since he is queer, he can
also be a rapist, voyeur, axe murder-
er, necrophile, child molester, and
maniac. The general public will go
along 'with anything the author
chooses, since there is nothing more
horrible than a homosexual. He can

do anything under that title, with
homosexuality as the only motivation.
Consequently, in high-class fiction.
the homophile is (1.) a brooding
neurotic, bent on self destruction;
(2.) a brainless flit, spouting witti-
cisms without ever touching on
reality; or (3.) any kind of despica-
ble nut, who is the object of the
reader's contempt. He is seldom ever
a man who laughs and cries and
needs love. He never eats hamburgers
and goes to the post office and com-
mits heroic deeds.

In widely-accepted "popular" fic-
tion, the homosexual plays the same
role, only a more pornographic one.
City of Night is one of the filthiest
books I have ever read. Since m)l
mind is just as dirty as the' next
guy's, I enjoyed it immensely; -but it
did very little to advance the homo-
sexual's standing. Contrary to popu-
lar belief, the homophile does occas-
ionally get out of bed. Too, not every
homosexual pays for his sex. Mr.
Rechy (rhymes with wretch-ie) would
have us believe that one of the
most disgustingly untruthful phenom-
enon in the world-the male whore
-is really a wholesome and wel-
come part of our society. The hustler,
in his' estimation, performs a service
to mankind by renting his sexual or-
gans to these filthy perverts-thus
keeping them away from our child-
ren. I have nothing against male
whores-providing they openly admit
their homosexuality. Since few of
them do, they remain silly little
children playing at being super he-
men while actually longing for the
act which they joyfully allow to be
perpetrated upon them. I have no
time for silly people playing' games.

In the field of non-fiction the hom-
osexual is even more shamelessly mis-
handled. Great legions of "authori-
ties" set down their volumes of spec.
ulation, conjecture: misinformation,
and distortion in the most blatant
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manner imaginable. Since they are
not writing fiction, they can pen the
most hair-raising pornography with
every assurance that they are merely
presenting medical truth. Chiroprac-
tors, quacks, newspaper reporters,
hotel maids, and little old ladies from
Pasadena all jump on the band wagon
and try 'to out-do each other in the
field of sensationalism. They attrib-
ute the homosexual state to earth-
quakes, birth defects, bad toilet train,
ing, cosmic radiation, Ford motor-
cars, and skin pigmentation. The
homosexual evil, in their estimation,
is the cause of overpopulation, cleft
palate, juvenile delinquency, receding
hairli nes, and fallen arches.

These self-styled authorities are
doing the homosexual more harm'
than is easily imagined. The general
public is invited to hate the homo-
sexual more, and the poor frightened
little queen of sixteen, on reading
them, is more confused and miser-
able than ever. It is a well known
fact that young people take every-
thing that's printed as the gospel
truth. They think if it is in a book it
is true, and that's that. For this rea-
son, young homosexuals are so con-
fused that they finally just throw up
their hands in horror and say to hell
with it all.

Although psychology is known to
be an extremely inexact science, all
psychologists set themselves up as un-
impeachable authorities 'on "'~very:!
phase of the human mind. I hereby
publicly declare that I know as much
about my fellow homosexuals as the
most famous psychologist. And. I
know virtually nothing. A man is a
man. He cannot be categorized and
put into some neat little pigeonhole.
As Shakespeare said, the elements are
mixed in him. He does what he does
for reasons of his own. The cause or
the blame cannot be laid specifically
on him, or on anyone part of hi"
environment. Consequently, it is al-

most impossible for us to judge him.
The homosexual wages a continual

battle, and wears a disguise that is
only discarded during those rare mo-
ments when he is alone with another
man, making love to him. Only then
can he be himself. He is not a fic-
tional character. He is not a strong
character. He is an extremely frail
and complicated thing called a human
being.

And he is also my brother. And I
love him.

IN-FIDELITY ALBUM COVERS

1. MUSI(; FOR MtXED 'EMOTIONS

2. MUSIC FOR CASUAL AFFAIRS

3. MUSIC FOR HALF-ASSED FRIENDS

4. SONGS FOR SWINGING MOTHERS

$1.25 EACH OR 4 FOR $4.50

FOR A GAYER BATH ••.......••.

SHOWER SET FOR MEN •••... $1 .50

LOTS MORE FUN IN OUR

NEW CATALOG - SOc

REFUNDABLE ON ORDER

STAR CITY
BOX 2146 HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
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It could not have been Dream-Town without the box. Covered with red
flaking rust it had been found along the river- Small hands had placed it within
the hollow log, and thus was Dream-Town born.

Once the box sheltered a dead robin until the smell became unbearable. Tille
gentle hands then dug a tiny grave in Dream-Town and buried the bird under
a cross of twigs. As the hands grew larger the box became the archives of
Dream-Town: a single pearl bead, an empty perfume bottle and lingering
smell sealed within, a rotting strip of red silk, a small piece of white lace, and
a score of other things.

Dream-Town stood at a bend in the river, and its collection had all been
found washed ashore or caught among the cattails which lined the slow moving
stream.

David Perkins, mayor and sole inhabitant of Dream-Town, was wading
among the cattails looking for tadpoles. Seemingly about twelve, he wore a
loose-fitting denim shirt and faded blue jeans rolled up above his knees. Today
the tadpoles were too fast for him. He became discouraged finally and decided
to return home. Then he saw it: a piece of brown cloth wrapped and twisted
around a strand of cattail. With great care he untangled the material, fearing
it would tear.

Finally freeing the cloth, he waded ashore an'd spread it out on the ground·.
A look of complete puzzlement crossed his face. It appeared to be a sock, yet
was much too long and made of some flimsy almost transparent substance. Davi~
gingerly wrung the water from it, shoved the sPggy mess into his fishing kreel
and 'started for home. ' , ~
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, He stopped for a moment and looked blissfully back at Dream-Town. The
dark smell filled his senses, and a tiny wren called to him and said good-bye,
and a fish leaped from the river in salute, and the old-man trees groaned sadly
as the wind rose. Then David turned and started through the dark woods.

While still deep in the forest he heard the strange sounds of many voices
wafted in wind. The excitement grasped him and he started running, ignoring
the rocks which bit into bare feet.

Breathless he burst into the clearing, then stopped suddenly. In front of the
cabin there were men talking with his father, more men than David had ever
seen before-s-at least six or seven. They were angry-looking men, armed with
rifles and shotguns. He wanted to approach them, yet was deathly afraid. So
many people all together. Curiosity took control, however, and he found himself
moving slowly toward the group.

His father looked up, and upon seeing David approaching, an angry scowl
crossed his face. "Yo get yore ass in the cabin, and quick!" he shouted to his
son. Like a frightened gazelle David dashed for the front door and dove inside.
He slammed the door behind him, lying for a moment on the floor, prostrate
with fear. Finally, the curiosity grabbed him again. He crawled slowly to the
open window and peered cautiously outside.

"Who's the boy?" David heard a man ask.
"My son, David," his father answered.
"Ain't never )seen him in town," commented another man wearing a silver

star on his chest.
"Ain't never been in town."
"Frank, you got a fine lookin son," the star-man stated.
"Too damned weak and punny," his father replied. David sadly ran a thumb

and forefinger around a thin bicep. He recalled the times he tried to lift the
heavy feed sacks from Pa's pickup truck, an impossible task.

The star-man started talking again: "You dead sure you ain't seen nothin
unusual this week?"

"No one ever comes this far out," Frank said.
The star-man sighed sadly. "Seven women over the last fifteen years. Lately

it's gettin worse. Two in the last three weeks. Leastways, now we got his
moodus operendium figured out."

"His what?" asked Frank with a puzzled expression.
"That there is latin-city talk-means a crook's manner of a-doin a crime."
"I see."
"Anyways, like I said, his moodus operendium is always the same. He only

rapes and kills naked women. He must sorta get these here urges, then prowls
around a-peerin in windows 'til he finds some POOT woman undressing. Then
something pops in his haid, he crawls through the window then rapes and kills
the gal. The sight of a naked woman and he goes completely looney. Leastways,
now we also sorta got a clue.", ,

"How's that?" Frank asked, his brow furrowing.
"Last night he raped and strangled poor Augustine Miller down the river.

Must have killed her with her own silk stocking. Anyways, she was wearing
only one when we found her; couldn't find the other one anywhere. He must
have taken it with him. When we find that stocking, well, we'll find our man."

The star-man turned to go. Then, remembering something, he turned back
to Frank. "By the way, keep your eye open for the Miller's rowboat. After
he killed Augustine he took off in it. We cruised up and down the whole river;
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didn't do no good. He must have pulled it out of the water. Couldn't never
find it buried in all that underbrush."

Moments later the men started off into the woods. Frank watched them
disappear and then turned slowly toward the cabin. David crawled quickly
across the floor, then dove onto his cot.

As Frank Perkins entered he found his son staring serenely at the ceiling.
"Who were those men, Pa?" David asked, sitting up.
Frank walked to the wood-burning stove and poured himself a cup of stale

coffee. "Ain't none of your concern," he growled. "By the way, where the
hell you been all morning?" he bellowed.

"Fishing, Pa."
,"Yore jus' miserable good-for-nothin!" David heard the angry words and

the guilt filled him. Just standing beside the powerful man made him feel small
and inadequate. Frank Perkins was tall and strong like the woodland trees,
a barrel-chested mountain of taut muscles. Strength to heave huge boulders
from desired farmland, strength to work at top speed from dawn 'til dark
in the steaming Arkansas summer heat, strength to lift David high above his
head and send the child crashing against the cabin wall. David still limped
slightly from the incident.

"Ah been a-working all mornin cuttin weeds. Where the hell you been?
Fishin! Yous the laziest no-account boy I ever seen."

"Ma back hurts, Pa," David said. "I worked too hard yesterday."
"Yore a puny runt, and I'm a-goin to make a man outta you-I swear to

God-if it's the last thing ah do!"
David saw the beating coming. It always started like this. His father would

turn red and then spout statements about his son's physical lacking. And the
anger would mount, ending finally with crashing fists. The most recent evidence
of Frank's wrath was a black-and-blue welt on David's arm.

Occasionally, he could head off the beating by changing the subject. Any.
thing was worth a try. "Pa," he began, "I found something down by the river
today."

"So what," the father growled, swigging from a tin cup.
"I don't know what it is," David said. "Maybe you could tell me." He

crossed the room and picked up the kreel. Never before had he shown Pa the
things found in Dream-Town. But he had to stop the beating and this might
do it. Nervously he opened the kreel and extracted the soggy piece of cloth.
He extended it to its full length, holding an end in each hand. "It sorta looks
like a sock, but I swear, Pa, it's the funiest lookin sock I ever seen. So long,
and flimsy; you can see right through it."

Then David looked up and saw his father turn pale. It was something new,
an appearance of what almost seemed fear. Then the whiteness was gone and
Frank turned red with anger. "Where you find that?" he snarled, snatching
it away.

Fear grasped David suddenly. The fear of realizing he had committed some
great wrong, yet not knowing what. "Down in the river by the little waterfall,"
he lied, knowing he must not mention Dream-Town. David began to cry in
terror. "What is it, Pa? What is that thing?"

His father became as a madman. Yet, somehow David was not afraid this
time, the wild anger being directed at the piece of cloth. "It's evil," the man
snarled. "A thing of the devil himself." Frank <crushedthe material into a small
ball, the tendons .of his arm standing out rigidly. "It's part of a woman. That's
what it is, part of a woman!"
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"What's a woman, Pa?" David queried, fearful of asking, yet knowing
he must learn the facts behind anything quite so important.

"Don't you ever say that word again." Frank raised his arm, ready to strike
David. "You ever say that word again, and so hep me, I'll bust yore haid."
Then his father looked at the thing he was holding; the realization caused a
gasp to escape his lungs. "I gotta get rid of this," he blubbered, stumbling
wildly toward the door.

David again crept to the window. He watched his father take a shovel and
walk with determination to a grassy patch of ground. Then he dug a shallow
hole, dropped the cloth into it, and replaced the earth. David's mind raced
back over the years, back to a smelly bundle of feather and tiny fingers
clawing into the moist dirt and forming a small grave.

That cloth, it wasn't really from a woman, it was from Dream-Town. They
had sent it to him, to David. The river-gods had dispatched it to Dream-Town.
It was his, as Dream-Town was his, for it had come from the river. The cloth
could not be evil; only the good things in life came from the river. There was
no evil in Dream-Town. The sock-like thing must be returned to the archives
of the hollow log.

His father returned moments later, and as the land turned dark they prepared
supper and ate in silence. David noticed something different in the big man's
behavior: he was seemingly uneasy and nervous. Once they heard the distant
baying of hounds in the twilight, the noise causing Frank to jump startled.
David ate his plate of cold beans, his thoughts being on many questions: Why
had Pa buried his cloth? What was a woman? Why was Pa so upset tonight?
What was the star-man looking for?

Soon it was night and douds covered the full moon. They stacked the dishes
and Frank began to wipe his eyes wearily. "Had a hard day," he said with a
yawn. "Guess rn get to bed early."

David watched his father light a lantern and leave. He followed his father
outside and seated himself on the split-log porch. His eyes followed the bobbing
lantern as it moved slowly across the meadowland and into' the shack where
his father slept. Then the land was black.

He sat motionless on the porch, waiting for courage. The wind blew angrily
through the trees, singing to David a sad whistling song. A gate with rusty
old hinges was squeakingToudly in the meadow. Occasionally it would bang
closed, then begin squeaking again. To him it sounded like someone weeping
while nails were being pounded. Crying in the night, weeping because they
were alone. .

For a brief instant the moon carne from behind clouds, and in the time
of light David thought he saw a shadowy figure move quickly from Pa's shack
and into the woods beyond.

He waited for almost an hour. The earth remained dark and still. Finally,
it was time to move. David took the shovel and walked stealthily to the patch
of ground. He dropped to his knees and ran his hand over the grass, finally
locating the uneven part.

Then he began to spade up the ground, moving carefully to avoid tearing
the precious cloth. As he worked the wide, tight elastic band bit into his flesh.
He hated the elastic, but Pa made him always wear it. The one time he had
forgotten it, that's when he had been hurled against the wall.

Soon he had uncovered the now soggy and muddy' piece of material. Care-
fully he replaced the dirt and returned the shovel to its resting place. He
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glanced nervously toward Pa's shack, then carried the cloth over to the outside
water-pump and began to wash it clean. The wind stopped momentarily and
he heard a high pitched squeak coming from the meadow, perhaps the cry of a
field-mouse caught by an owl. He wrung the thing nearly dry then carried it
into the cabin. The cook-stove was still hot so he hung the material over the
flue-handle. Then David blew-out the lantern and lay down on his cot to wait.

Outside the wind howled around the cabin like a wailing and mournful
demon. It was a hot, summer wind, an unusual time for wind. A wind that
made him afraid. The other vexing problems returned. He thought of the town,
that strange place that Pa visited weekly for supplies. That place beyond the
Sun where Pa said the Devil lived. That place that he had never seen, Pa
having always refused permission. The star-man came from that town. Who
lived there besides the star-man? Were there boys his own age? How old
was he? It was hard to remember. Fifteen, Pa once said, but that was a long
time ago.

And the sadness of years filled him. He began to cry softly. Pa might whip
him for weeping but he could not help it. The sorrow of a thousand beatings
returned, and the ever wailing rage of his father, and the loneliness of living.
That was the worst part of all.

David knew it was part of him, the being alone. He considered himself
a boy without identity, a name and nothing more. Was he like other boys?
Was it normal to run from life, finding happiness in Dream-Town? Sitting
on a hollow log and feeling the tender touch of soft red cloth against your
cheek, did other children do that?

Had he always been here alone with only Pa in this bleak cabin? It seemed
that way. But wait! Today, watching Pa bury that cloth, it reminded him of
something, a misty haze of memory. A picture returning from beyond the
years. He remembered standing on a chair beside the same window, watching
Pa outside, near the waterpump, digging a hole and pushing something sacred
into it. Cover it with earth, pounding the dirt flat with the shovel. The wind
smashed the gate dosed and David jumped from the distant sound.

There was, perhaps, still something sacred in the earth out there, near the
waterpump. Something worth even more than the sock-like thing.

ifhe fear filled him again, and now the squeaking gate seemed the wail of
someone calling him from near the waterpump. David walked out on the front
porch, standing for a moment petrified. The moon came from behind clouds,
flooding the bleak meadow with dark blue light. The gate groaned again, and
he heard the voice and knew he must follow.

He picked up the shovel, walking as though in a trance to the clearly re-
membered spot of ground. The digging was difficult, the elastic band biting
deep into his flesh and rubbing it raw. His arms and shoulders ached but he
could not stop. About two feet down the shovel struck metal. He dropped to
his knees and began digging frantically with his hands. He found himself
trying to free a small metal box from confining earth. The gate banged shut
again, and then somewhere in the woods an owl screeched, and the gate swung
open again with its mournful answer. And the wind cried among the trees.

He finally pulled the box loose and laid it beside him on the ground. It was
old and rusty like the archives of Dream-Town.

While digging the box out, his fingers had touched something solid beneath
it. He looked back into the hole to discover its nature. Then David Perkins
screamed. The box had been covering a white and grinning human skull.
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Filled with panic, he scooped up the box and ran wildly for the cabin. He
bolted inside and slammed the door behind him. Breathlessly, he leaned hard
against the door for several minutes, perhaps expecting the skeleton to rise
from its musty grave and follow.

His teeth chattering despite the warm weather, he finally moved from the
door and lighted the lamp. His gaze fixed on the metal box, and suddenly
the fear returned. It wasn't the box that frightened him, rather the sudden
realization that his father had committed that skull to its grave. He had to
get away~to run!

He quickly blew out the lantern, then, remembering the cloth hanging over
the stove, he took the dry, fluffy material and wrapped it around his neck like
a scarf. Holding the lamp in one hand, David scooped up the box and dashedoutside.

For an instant he stopped on the porch, looking out across the familiar
moonlit meadow to where the grave lay. The bleak cabin, the squeaking gate,
the waterpump-all were now part of the past. He would never return-could
never return here again. His future was in Dream-Town, or maybe somewherebeyond.

Then he ran into the woods. He could have found his way to Dream-Town
blindfolded. Once there he would be safe. He increased his speed, running
and leaping like 11 frightened deer. Jagged rocks slashed his bare feet; he
did not feel them. Low-hanging branches scratched his face and David tasted
warm blood running over his lips.

Finally, he arrived at Dream-Town, collapsing over the hollow log, panting
and breathless. He lay there for many minutes trying to regain his composure.
Soon the soft smell of Dream-Town filled his senses and he felt secure; at last
he was home again.

He took a match from his pocket and lighted the lantern. The wind had
died suddenly, leaving only the stillness of Dream-Town where frogs croacked
softly. He put the lantern on the moist ground, then turned up the wick.
Strange shadows leaped and danced in Dream-Town. But they were not
frightening shadows, for David feared nothing here in his forest home.

Taking a large rock, he finally broke the box open. A sigh of disappoint-
ment escaped his lips; it contained only papers and he could not read. On top
of everything was a stack of envelopes, neatly tied together with a brittle,
pink satin ribbon. Now beginning to rot with age, chunks of the ribbon fell
off as David gently untied the packet. For an instant he could almost remember
this very same satin strand, then he lost the memory as a strange compulsion
hit suddenly. He smoothed it out gently and then tied it around his head.

Returning his attention to the box, he continued going through the papers.
There- were 'Several legal-looking documents, one which bore a tiny human
footprint. Then finding a faded photograph, he held it close to the light and
gasped in wonder. It was a picture of Pa made years before when much younger.
Pa was wearing a fine black suit, a proud grin covering his face.

Then a puzzled expression crossed David's face. Pa had. his .arm iaround
another person, the like of which he had never seen-dressed in what appeared
a long white nightgown, the person much' shotter than Pa. But the hair! That
was the strange part. The creature had long sho'ulder-length hair; .arid ,lips
darkened with some substance. As David stared long at the photograph' he
realized that this strange-looking individual had a certain delicate and majestic
beauty never before seen. Pa, and even those men with guns, their faces were
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strong and hard, nothing like the fragile person in the picture. David could
not take his eyes from the photo for many minutes. Finally, he laid it aside
and looked into the box. Nothing remained but another photograph torn intc
two pieces. He removed the picture and pieced it together.

The picture showed two people together on a bed, their faces showing
extreme surprise and shock. One of them was a man who didn't look anything
like Pa. With him was the delicate creature from the other picture. This time,
however, neither of the people were wearing clothes. Both were completely
naked, the exception being the fragile one who wore only thin, filmy sock-
like things.

Suddenly, David's heart began pounding with hammer force. Wildly, he
removed the filmy material from around his neck. He spread it out in front
of him, then looked at the photo. They were the same! Now what was it Pa
said? They were things used by women. That's the answer. That person in.
the picture with Pa, that was a woman!

He continued carefully studying the torn photo. The bodies of the two people,
nude they were extremely different. David suddenly realized something startling.
The man in the picture, he was the one with the strange body. And with that
David realized that Frank had always been seen fully clothed. He had never
even removed his shirt in David's presence. .

Wildly, David leaped to his feet and ripped off the blue denim shirt. Then
he tore the tight elastic band from around his chest, releasing the large twin
mounds of flesh which jutted out pointed and erect. David unbottoned the
blue-jeans, letting them fall into a heap on the ground. David was naked in
Dream-Town.

Then David picked up the photo and studied the woman's body carefully.
The body and the picture, they were the same. Gently, David ran fingers over
flesh, over the pink tips of well formed breasts, downward to a narrow and
tiny waist, then outward over round full hips. With that gesture an identity
was discovered.

David did not know the existence of pronouns such as she and he, but it was
unimportant for at last she found herself. Nor was her age important; she had
just been born.

The smell of Dream-Town was sweet, for there was no longer any world
behind, nor any world in front. There was only Dream-Town, now and forever.
A night bird began to sing softly, and the frogs raised their voices and answered.
The lantern began to flicker as its fuel supply ran low, and the happy shadows
danced higher.

She picked up the silk stocking, stood one one foot and placed toes inside ..
She gently rolled it up a long shapely leg. The stocking felt good and she
laughed with delight. Picking up the shirt, trousers and crushing elastic band,
she threw them far out into the river.

Another night bird answered the first. A small wind rose slightly and rustled
the leaves. In the distance she could hear another sound. She picked up the
flickering lantern, and wearing only a single silk stocking and a ribbon around
her head, she walked to the watery edge of Dream-Town and waited. Perhaps
she even knew the sound's meaning, the approaching noise of squeaking oar-
locks and gently splashing water.

CALLER OIF MY MONDAY NIGHTS

rr
Ji Caller of my Monday nights,

you who ring at 7:30 and speak-
sparingly, until we set
the dreamed-of assignation. And you
who stride up the wide' and empty street
at 11 :00, silent yet effortlessly
eloquent, like the liquid-syllabled moon,
whose gorgeous rising I watch
as I wait on the porch for you.

Caller of my Monday nights, eager
and young, and pleasingly awkward,

you who smile knowingly
before we slip together
into the azure vase of the vestibule
or down into the cool, painted webs
of the cellar-and you
who must depart promptly afterwards
at 11:30,
because you are so tired, and must sleep ...

Caner of my Monday nights, vanishing visitor,
long after you stride away

under the dimming streetlights,
there lingers on my lips

drops of sweet moon,
and on my hands,

golden sparks of night.

11
!~ Michael E. Schrader
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tangents
news & views

ARENA THREE is the world's new-
est homophile publication (editor
is Esme Langley, 47 A Broadhurst
Gardens, London, NW 6), and the
interesting first issue says it is
published by Minorities Research
Grou-p "formed to collaborate in
research into the homosexual con-
dition, especially as it concerns
women" ... In 2-22 & 3-7-64
MACLEAN'S was "The Homosexual
Next Door," a "sober appraisal
of a new social phenomenon" by
Associate Editor Sidney Katz. It is
unbelievably good-perhaps the
best and fairest "expose" on
homophile life ever written. Un-
like that one-sided headshrinker-
based NY TIMES article, this one
shows unbiased and careful
research from all viewpoints, in-
cluding Dr. Evelyn Hooker. Editor
Katz emphasizes the homosexually
married, who he found had the
highest status in homophile
society. This article is really worth
chasing down ... That witchhunt
is on again in Florida-that State
Legislative Committee announced
their drive against homosexuals
would be stepped up and proposed
a law that all State employees

• a sa

be fingerprinted and checked for
a police record ... In Martinique,
composer Marc Blitzstein died.
The Philadelphia family announced
it as an auto accident, but the
Martinique police say 3 sailors
are being accused of beating him
to death ... The comments about
homosexuality in connection with
Ruby include the question and
answer in an exclusive interview
with THE SEATTLE TIMES-Q: Mr.
Ruby, are you a homosexual? A:
No! I've fought guys who've asked
me that.-and psychiatrist Brom-
berg's comment: "The prisoner's
description of the President, of Mrs.
Kennedy, and of the former's
charm and manner cannot be re-
produced in words here. Essentially
it was the speech of a man in love
with another man. It was a love
that passed beyond a rational ap-
preciation of a great man, coming
out of the unconscious" . . . The
British FILMS & FILMING gripes
that the censor cut out homosexual
scenes of Jccopetti's WOMEN OF

. THE WORLD, saying that whether
the sequences were worth making
was "surely better for audiences
than bluenoses to judge" . . .
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Sanford Aday and Wallace de
Ortega Maxey, sentenced by US
District Court to 25 years & 25
grand fine and 15 years & 19
grand fine, respectively, for trans-
porting an obscene book into Mich-
igan, asked for bail while appeal-
ing. It was allowed, but at a
fantastic $75,000 & $10,000-but
other book publishers chipped in
and raised part of it! ... G. K. van
het Reve, Dutch novelist ("Op weg
naar het einde"-"On The Way
To The End") who at that writers'
conference in Scotland last year
caused such a ruckus by announc-
ing he was homosexual (and up-
setting Dame Rebecca West no
end), recently announced the same
thing on Dutch TV and reputedly
said (but is Dutch TV THAT free?):
"It seems useless to write about
female bosoms while thinking of
the arse of a boy" ... Bob Hope
said "I hear the Beatles are coming
to California-if they can get past
the fruit inspectors" ... Because
of the population explosion, a
large family as a status symbol
must go, says Editor Cook of the
non-governmental Population Ref-
erence Bureau's Bulletin - and in
San Diego, County Welfare Direc-
tor Detrich announced that a third
of the children getting welfare sup-
port are illegitimate ... In Toronto,
Magistrate Graham said "Homo-
sexuals tend to be preyed upon
because it is thought that they
won't go to the police" but he
won't have them preyed on de-
spite their "particular propensities"
-and sentenced 3 youths to prison
for robbing a homosexual ... In
Hollywood, the first nude both shot
for a '64 movie was ma-de-for
"Robinson Crusoe On Mars"-of
six-foot-two Paul Mantee, former
UC football star, portraying an
astronaut bathing in a hot spring.

But movies, nude or otherwise,
have been having their troubles in
Hollywood once again. "Scorpio
rising," a cinematic treatment of
the motorcycle set by Kenneth
Anger, whose famed "Fi reworks"
had many a bout with the censors
before finally getting court clear-
ances, was seized by the police
and a Hollywood theater manager
charged with showing an obscene
film. So, here we go again, but
for the fu II and fantastic story read
April ONE Confidential.

s. m.

OIN:E, INSrrlTUTE
QU~RTE!RL,Y

C:OIMII,N G, I'N N'O. 18
The long-hidden "Ham-
mond Report" on strange
customs among American
Indians as written by a U.s.
Army Surgeon, with intro-
duction and commentary by
Henry Hay.

More translations from the
German of the frank and
penetrating studies by Mag-
nus Hirschfeld: the homo-
sexual gymnastic cults of
pre-World War I Berlin,
homosexuals as teachers,
etc. Abstracts. book reviews.

Single copies $1.50; $5 a
year; back copies still avail-
able from Number 4, at $3
per set of four.

ONE INSTITUTE
2256 Venice Boulevard

Los Angeles 6, California
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Dear ONE:

My lover and I have been married
six months. We have enjoyed best of
all that LET'S PUSH HOMOPHILE
MARRIAGE article last summer.
Randy Lloyd is right, there isn't
enough written for us married gay
couples, and the other couples here
say the same thing.

We've got a little problem. In the
old days I would have written Dr.
Baker, but now she is gone. The little
problem might seem silly to some,
but I know she wouldn't have thought
so. Anyway, the problem is that .
likes to sleep real warm. He just piles
the covers on. I'm sure that is very
unhealthy. But he says he can't sleep
any other way. And I suffocate and
feel lousy the next morning. One
night I reached over and found out
he had pajamas on. So the next
morning I got them after he had
gone to work and threw them down
the incinerator, just like I had told
him I would do df he ever wore
pajamas. So then he got mad, and

now he wants twin beds. That is even
worse than pajamas.

Like I said, most people would
probably think our little problem is
silly, but it sure isn't. He's still mad
and keeps talking about those twin
beds. Now, I know if we get twin
beds we're not goring to last till the
water gets hot. I just know. And I'm
afraid one of these nights I'll come
home and find he's gone out and just
bought two twin beds. It'd be just
like him.

Where do gay married people go,
like when the straight married ones
go to a marriage counselor? There
should be some place. I don't know
who else to write but you. Anyway,
keep up the good work.

B. G.
New Orleans, La.

Dear B. G.:
My immediate response to your

problem was "Why not one of those
dual-control electric blankets?" The
only objection to that which .
could have that I can see would be
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that his side wouldn't get hot enough.
And if that is true, you'd better send
him for a physical check-up to an
M.D., an internist, for there must be
something physically wrong like a
thyroid imbalance. I'm with you
100% on twin beds. The Catholic
Church -doesn't counsel against them
and have the lowest divorce rate for
nothing. ,.

R. L.

Dear Mr. Lloyd:
We're a gay married couple that's, ,,

being driven crazy by these two ex-
cruising buddies of my lover. They
come over all the time just to bug us
about being married. They don't
want to talk about anything else. I
know they're just jealous. They say
we've got temporary insanity, that
we're not being normal for gay life.
I know they want to get him back
on what they call their "oircuit," and
ing. He works for one of them, so we
ing. He work for one of them, so we
can't just not seem them.

B.M.
Denver, Colo.

77

Dear B. M.

Kid them right back every time
they kid you. Tell them you're "queer
queers," that being "normal" is just
another way of saying "run of the
mill" and that if that's what they
want to be that's okay with you.

Two swallows don't make a spring,
and two cruisy faggots don't repre-
sent the best of the homophile world.

R. L.

SUBSCRIBETO ONE MAGAZINE?
Certainly. More and more read-
ers of ONE are discovering the
advantages of having "their"
magazine come directly to their
door.

It costs a little more-but you
get a lot more. For instance: no
newsstand buyer ever gets
Confi (ONE Confidential), and he
ought to; no newsstand buyer
can take advantage of ONE's
Bookservice selections.

These privileges, and many
others, exclusively for The
Friends of ONE (Non-Voting
Members) at, these rates: An-
nual, $15; Contributing, 30; As-
sociate, $50 (or $5 per month).

. ruller details sent upon request.
New subscribers (for the first

year' only) may receive ONE
Magazine for $7; all overseas
subscribers $8.
Use the handy subscription
blank below.

Name .

Address _ _ .

City _.__ _.. _.__ _._ .

State _ _
All copies sent in plain, sealed envelop.

Enclosed $ ,..:__.. __ .

I am over 21 !signedl __ __ _ .

2256 Venice Blvd., l. A. 6
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How Well I Remember

How well I remember that smile
of him - his hair somewhere between
sunset and gold ...

(before I learned it was dyed)

the embracing wrap around of his
yo ice on the telephone ...

Oh! how I enjoyed his dulcet tone!
his bedside manner ...
But what matter?
it was as real as
the rest of him ...

right out of a ladies magazine
or a sunday supplement ...

but well tried
and muchly played
good enough to take me in
neat and clean

That now most of all
I recall The Mighty Buildup
for the gawdawful! let down!

that wasn't necessary at all ...

but I'm wondering ...
could it be
all he wanted
was the name of my psychiatrist?
to split a couch
instead of
share a bed
with me?

p. e. brifton
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STEAM DADDY
by

Ferell Ar liss Garret

~I

Each time the door to the steam room would open a cloud of the hot vapor
would come rushing out into the rest area that was occupied by two benches,
and at this time, by a man in his early fifties. Marshall thought, "Good Lord!
How many times have I just sat here like this and ... nothing?" ,It was a
rhetorical question. He knew the answer, but the question needed asking again.
He was exasperated at just sitting as he had for the past forty- five minutes.
He was tired and he felt old tonight. Older than he liked to believe. "I'm no
kid," he thought. "Hah! Get me, will you. Wouldn't admit that to some people.
You're only as old as you feel." The old saying kept him young, but tonight
with no action, he was feeling the creak of his bones.

Workouts and care had kept him fit, but the grey hair on his chest belied
the time of, youth long past.. He wasn't vain enough to dye his body hair as
one queen he had met over the years had done. No, 'Marshall was vain, but
not stupid. He was deep in thought about the last few years, and did not notice
the two men who came down the stairs, one after, the other by a few steps,
until they, were in the rest area too. "

One was a massive, muscular blond Adonis; the other trodding along behind
was a heavy set dark haired man in his early twenties. Marshall's attention
perked up when he "noticed them and, then subsided as, they both, went
into the steam room. Alone again, M~rshall thought '(Might as well leave.
Life can be such a waste=-sometimes. Who wants an old Daddy like, me.
God knows! I. do try, but the years are against me. Depressing thought." ,

He stood up, adjusted the towel around. his slim middle and, poked a finger, at
the little softness that he noticed was beginning to develop. "Wilt have to watch
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that. A few more sit ups at night and morning." He started to leave the bench,
when the door to the steam room opened and the muscular Adonis stepped out.

The steam swirling around him from the door made him appear dream like.
Marshall couldn't control the little gasp of appreciation that escaped his throat.
The Adonis moved slowly, closed the door to the steam room, and slowly took
his towel from its hook. He shook it out and slowly adjusted it around his more
than ample endowments. Then he let his eyes travel slowly over to where Marshall
stood waiting in appreciation. Adonis' eyes twinkled teasingly and his upper
chest flexed so that his nipples alternated moving up and down.

Marshall smiled and sat down again. It was the old game of tease. Ten years
ago he might have snapped at the bait. Not now. Times had changed him. He
smiled again as Adonis slowly walked over to the bench.

"Say, that steam room is a hot place. Really hot," he lisped.
"Yes. It is," said Marshall. His interest stopped growing in the pit of his stom-

ach. "Another Lady," he thought. "Why can't they just be a man."
"Someone made a grab at me in there."
Marshall noted Adonis' speech wasn't so much a lisp as it was a phony south-

ern accent. "Sounds like he's trying to do Scarlet from Gone With the Wind.
Boy, you'll never make it. Tara has long since burned," he thought.

"Now who would ever do a thing like that to you?" Marshall asked.
"Well A'hi never! Really you don't know what some people ... " He stopped

as the steam room door opened again. The heavy set young man came out.
"Thea're he is!" said Adonis in a whisper.
Marshall saw that the young man was sweating heavily. He took his towel

from his hook, wiped his face and upper body, then attempted to tie it around
his ample mid-section, It came undone and fell to the floor.

Adonis smirked, "Fattie Pattie wants it so'ah bad."
"Wants what?" asked Marshall.

. "Y ouknow, 'Come on. I can tell by your eyes, Daddy. You know! You're hun-
gry too; Mahn."

"Not anymore. I was never that hungry, Sonny!"
"Well, Really?" Something tells me you don't like me!"
"Like? No! Appreciate? Some, yes. You've got a very nice body, etc., and

you've got youth, but that will change. Give yourself time. It will all go and you
better have something else besides that under your towel," said Mrshall.

"Ah ... Well ... I really don't have to worry. Ple-anty like what I have to
offer. I've got plenty on the ball too. Don't let it worry you, Daddy."

"It doesn't. Honestly. It doesn't."
Just then the heavy- young man came over to the two of them.
"Do you have the time?" he asked Marshall.
"It's later than you think. Too late for you, Dearie," said Adonis as he walked

away. He looked over his shoulder to see what effect his words had made. When
he saw none, he went up the stairs leaving Marshall and the young man alone.

"What's wrong with him?"
"I offended her," said Marshall. He smiled and the young man said, "Mind

if I ioin you?"
"Why not? It's a free bench."
"I know. Just thought I'd ask. Don't want you to ... "
"Look, Lad, no pass is necessary. At my age one doesn't always assume that

a smile or someone sitting down next to one will mean a pass will. follow. At my
age one doesn't need to be chased all the time. It does get tiring after awhile."

"Oh yeah?" said the young man with a broad smile.
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"Oh yeah!" Marshall replied. "You'll see. Ten-fifteen years from now. It will
take more finesse."

"Well maybe. Is it always this dead?"
"No. Not always."
"You look like ... May I talk to you?"
"Sure. And what is your problem, Lad?"
"Do I really sound that bad off?" The young man laughed at the tone in Mar-

shall's voice. "Didn't mean to ... "
"No. Go 'head."
"Well I was in the gym and I noticed there at the locker room, and now

here ... well what I mean ... " -
"I know. Adonis turned you down and it bothers? Hurts a little. Can't under-

stand what you did wrong?"
A questioning look came over the young man's face.
"How ... "
"How did I know?" Marshall interrupted. "Why, Child, I'm your Fairy God-

mother. I know all, see all, and I been through it all. I'm almost as omniscient
as God, but he has a few years on me. Not many. Just a few!"

"Oh, come on, you're not that old."
"Don't like the way you use the word, That. Want to bet?" asked Marshall.

A twinkle in his eye belied his serious voice. "Don't worry, Boy. I've only been
sitting here for the last six to eight years, and you and Adonis were the only two
in there. You made the pass. He turned you down. So what ? You'll live. Look
at me. I'm your example. Not a very good one right now, but I'm honest and I
try. Now what happened?" .

"I'm not sure. He was twisting and turning and ... teasing. To be sure, it
was teasing. When I responded, well ... the old story. I'm too fat!"

"Yes ?"
"WelL I am!"
"Yes ?"
"You don't have to be so agreeable."
"I didn't notice that you were or that I was being agreeable."
"Well, I do try. Just can't seem to lose."
"That's not the reason. He wasn't for you. It has to be oh so right. When it is

... well, you'll know it. Remember, there is someone for everyone. We all have
different likes and desires. Don't let it get you. Depressing sometimes, isn't it?"

The young man shook 'his head in agreement. .'
"I know one very attractive fellow," MarshaIl continued. "Everyone wanted

to be with him at a recent party I went to, but he only had eyes for a very
heavy, and I do mean heavy guy. So, who makes the rules? Just remember there
is someone for you too. These Adonis types want adulation for their bodies, but
they have little else to offer. You didn't miss anything with that one."

"Are you . . . sure?"
"I know. I saw it all, but. believe me, it wasn't worth It. Very shaIlow person.

It was wasted on him. God (we learn that!) compensates us all."
The young man stood up. "I'm through. Guess I'll go home and be a good

boy. For now, anyway."
"Fine. You do that now. See you around maybe?" There was just a note of

invitation. but the young mari didn't notice.
"I don't come here often, but maybe."
He turned to leave. "What a nice boy. Beautiful eyes. Oh, well ... too bad,"

thought Marshall.
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The young man brushed past two other men who were coming down the stairs
as he left.

"Nice!" said one.
"Too heavy, but there's something. "
"Where?"
"On the bench."
"Oh, Matt. That's old stuff."
"It's experience that counts."
Marshall recalled what he had just told the heavy young man. "There is a

someone for everyone." "Let this one be for me," he hoped.
Marshall smiled as Matt sat down next to him.
"Hi."

~OOKS
,v_~

ATROCITY by "Ka-Tzetnik 135-
633", Lyle Stuart, 287 pp.,
$4.95.
The inmates of every German con-

centration camp wore a brand to-
tooed into the flesh of their left arm
-the Ka-Tzetnik number. "135633"
was the number of one who survived
the brutalities and atrocities inflicted
by the Nazis on their victims, and
who has devoted his life since his
release to writing the history of
Auschwitz and to recording in photo-
graphic detail the suffering of the
prisoners. During the Eichmann trial
the court heard the testimony of "Ka-
Tzetnik 135633," to whom recalling
his days in the death camp proved
so unbearable that he fainted on the
witness stand.

The same man has now written this
novel, Atrocity, in which he continues
to describe with horrifying intensity

the conditions in which the hapless
victims of Nazi brutality lived and
died. What makes this book of un-
usual interest is that it is related by
an eleven-year old boy named Moni,
a piepel; as such were called in
Auschwitz, a boy selected by the
Block Chiefs to be used for their
sexual gratification. Atrocity is, in
part, the story of Moni's attempts to
keep himself in favor in order to
keep alive. It is not a pleasant book.

M.M.

JUBB by Keith Waterhouse, G.
P. Putnam's Sons, $3.95, 345
pp.

Keith Waterhouse, author of Billy
Liar which has been made into a mo-
tion picture, has written a new novel
about one man's psychopathic descent
into sexual (heterosexual) bizarre-
ness- Considering the theme, the
author is to be congratulated for his
ability to combine humor with in-
sight. Of particular interest to this
reviewer is the description of the
little-understood "queer ad" fetishist;
more and more of these oddly sug-
gestive ads are appearing in our
newspapers and scandal sheets. Mr.
Waterhouse has caught the tone of
this infantile group-and the many
others who substitute for real human
beings.

W.E.G.
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THE GRAPEVINE by Jess
Stearn, Doubleday, Garden
City, N. Y., 1964, 372 pp.,
$4.95.
In 1961 Jess Stearn wrote The

Sixth Man, an investigation into
male homosexuality in the United
States. Inasmuch as the book became
a best seller, it must have been widely
read by heterosexuals and homo-
sexuals alike. Certainly it was widely
discussed, and many homosexuals,
flattered at being noticed by a
"name" writer and deceived by the
air of fairness which Mr. Stearn af-
fected, thought it the greatest. In
view of the commercial success of
the book, it was inevitable that Mr.
Stearn should eventually bring his at-
tention to bear upon the female
homosexual as well. There is no doubt
that he was encouraged to do this hy
the fact that in 1962 the Daughters
of Bilitis invited him to participate
as a panelist in their annual conven-
tion where, according to Stearn, he
was urged to write an equally pen.
etrating study of the lesbian. Mr.
Stearn's effort in this direction is the
book, The Grapevine.

In The Grapevine the author has
used the interview technique which
he used in the same manner in The
Sixth Man (a technique imitated by
R. E. L. Masters in The Homosexual
Revolution) to allow the queers to
damn themselves. The interview tech-
nique is, indeed, a useful device and
one which offers several clear ad-
vantages to the author. First, since
he quotes lesbians themselves, or
those who are otherwise supposedly
specialists in the field, it gives an air
of authority to whatever is said. Sec-
ond, it enables the author to make
or record any kind of statement-out-
landish. unreasonable, irresponsible,
misleading or actually false-without
having to take the responsibility for
it. Third, it permits him to main-
tain an attitude of detachment, toler-
ance, understanding or sympathy,

whatever he may wish to convey,
without depriving himself of the
possibility of coloring his material
exactly as he sees fit.

The interview is, no doubt, a use-
ful and perhaps even indispensable
technique in any sociological study,
but to be useful and genuinely in-
formative it must be controlled. First
of all the interviews must be conduct-
ed in depth and we must know exactly
how many were made. Secondly, each
interviewee must be asked, at least at
the outset, identical questions. Third-
ly, all answers must be recorded and
reduced to some kind of basis (sta-
tistical or other) which will permit
the reader to make his own compari-
sons and arrive at his own conclu-
sions, It is, to be sure, not improper
for the investigator to attempt to in-
terpret or evaluate his results pro-
vided he makes it clear when and
where this is being done.

It is highly unlikely that Mr.
Stearn has followed any of these
rules, but he cannot really be criti-
cized for not having done so. To con-
duct a scholarly investigation or to
write a scholarly report was simply
not his intention; he was not inter-
ested in this kind of book. It is im-
portant, however, that the reader un-
derstand this and not allow himself
to be misled by the case history
approach. Mr. Stearn has permitted
himself, I am sure, the luxury of
using artistic selection in determining
which of his interviews he was to
reproduce, and it would be naive to
believe that he has done other than
to choose those which, in his own
judgement, would best suit his own
purpose. His primary purpose, I am
sure, has been to write a book which
would sell.

Safely protected by his own often
reiterated, secure, non-sick hetero-
sexuality, and impelled only by that
greatest of reportorial assets, curiosity
-in which a dash of prurience is no
handicap-Mr. Stearn has gone stead-
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Iastly forward, braving the hazards
of guilt by association or interest, to
interview scores, hundreds, thousands
of lesbians in, primarily, San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles and .New York.
From the material he collected he has
written what will no doubt be another
best seller. Given the fascination
which all things lesbian are supposed
to hold for the non-sick heterosexual
male, this book. should outsell The
Sixth Man" and it no doubt will.

There are those who will find this
book interesting and entertaining;
some will he fascinated. Many of the
interviews, anecdotes, and episodes
are Indeed interesting and some are
just a wee bit titillating. Unfortunate-
ly, there ,is too much of the same
thing. Eventually all the interviews
come to sound just like the one which
has gone before, and the book be-
comes repetitious, monotonous and,
finally, downright dull. Some chap-
ters are more interesting or better
done than others. The chapter on
Hollywood, in which Mr. Stearn in-
dulges in high-flown insinuation and
innuendo as he refers to great and
near-great, will provide the basis of
endless speculation as the boys and
the girls seek to fit the keys to the
locks.

Mr. Stearn is, I feel, at his best in
his treatment of the Daughters of
Bilitis, his account of their conven-
tion, and his discussion of their pub-
lication, The Ladder. Here he ap-
pears, though the Daughters may dis-
agree with me, to give an honest and
objective statement of the D.O.B's
aims, methods and objectives. The of-
ficers and leaders he treats respect.
fully and, even with apparent ad-
miration; whether this is .sincere 01'

simply appreciation of the Daughters'
having recognized him as a high
priest of matters homosexual is open
to speculation.

The girls themselves, individually
and as a group, do not come off so
well; almost all appear sick, twisted,
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warped, unstable, and wretched.
Most appear to be the result of
broken· homes (or of homes which
would have been better broken);
the progeny of domineering mothers
and supine fathers (or of gentle
mothers and brutal, domineering
fathers) '; the product of incestuous
step-fathers or lecherous uncles, and
insensitive and crude, or sensitive
and gentle, but impotent mother-
seeking husbands. They are, in other
words, pretty much the products of
our society just as are their hetero-
sexual sisters. They are brittle, con-
temptuous, flippant, sloppy, dirty, un-
principled and uncouth, promiscuous ;
many are alcoholics and some ad-
dicted to drugs. Even those who
seem to be most stable and who are,
apparently, enjoying happy and per-
manent relationships, are poised on
the brink of crisis needing only the
self-examination induced by lVIr.
Stearn's probing to push them into it.

Mr. Stearn is much given to the
use of adverbs in the "Tom Swiftlv"
manner' which becomes very mon~t-
onous, but which he uses with telling
effect to create a derogatory impres-
sion of his subjects without making
an unpleasant observation of his own.
The statements of such "straight" in-
dividuals as-he may choose to quote
are usually 'recorded in a detached
and straightforward manner, followed
by such words as "said," "stated,"
or "observed." The lesbians rarely
speak in such colorless terms; almost
always their remarks are followed
by: she sniffed, she snorted, she said
with a smirk, or, said contemptu-
ously, or mockingly, self-knockingly,
half-mockingly, ruefully, deprecat-
ingly, bitterly, sardonically, stonily,
slyly, disdainfully, mirthlessly, des-
perately, roguishly, apologetically,
helplessly, complacently, wickedly,
acidly, tartly and so on and on.

To himself Mr. Stearn likes to ap-
ply another group of adverbs which
create the impression that he is never
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quite prepared to understand or be-
lieve the revelations of these les-
bians, so mystifying to a normal
male as to be incredible. It is a nice
pose but one scarcely becoming to a
man who has already probed male
homosexuality to the core. The phoni-
ness of Mr. Stearn's approach is
aptly demonstrated by the following.

"She leaned across the table and
said harshly, 'Well, it was Evelyn
who brought me out.'

"I didn't quite .get it at first."
It may be possible that Stearn had

never heard that expression before,
but if he hadn't, then I would like
to believe that it was some other Mr.
Stearn who wrote The SiJxth Man.

A question which Mr. Stearn is
fond of asking, in one form or an-
other, of those girls who confess to
never having had or wanted sexual
relations with a man is: "How can
you rule out something before you've
tried it?"

One can't help wondering if, while
he was working on The Sixth Man,
Mr. Stearn ever had this question
asked of him, or if perhaps he ever
asked it of himself.

Marcel Martin

LOST ON TWILIGHT ROAD by
James Colton, National Li-
brary Books, 75c, 156 pp.
Lost on Twilight - Road, listed

for the market as fiction, could easily
be a number of actual case histories
adroitly strung together as the ex-
panding experiences of a young pil-
grim and his stormy progress to-
wards a goal of self-awareness and
happiness. The one thing of which
he is sure from the beginning of his
search, and there are hundreds like
him, is that his physical and emo-

.tional needs do not follow the beaten
paths of most of the men and boys
w1th whom he works and has to rind
recreation. That he has no father and
only, occasionally finds a transient
father figure amongst the miscel-

laneous collection of men who night-
ly visit his mother does not add much
of personal value to his narrow life.
The author presents him sympathe-
tically with much artistic and literary
skill, as a too physically attractive
adolescent with high ideals and a
sense of personal integrity and loy-
alty, but with no knowledge of the
"twilight" web of intolerance, hos-
tility, greed and revenge which en-
snare him even before he runs away
from his trailer home and prostitute
mother. Had he become embittered hy
the repeated frustrations he encoun-
tered throughout the story it might
well have had to end on a tragic,
minor key, as such case histories
generally do end.

After a spicy opening episode and
a series of promising situations end-
ing in failure and disillusionment,
the story mounts into melo-dramatic
climaxes with a possible realistic con-
clusion on the final page. This, how-
ever, is not the final curtain so far
as Lonny and his more sophisticated
friend Gene are concerned. What
further catastrophies and tests lie
ahead of them is a matter of con-
jecture; but it is evident that each
of them has grown in understanding
and in stature, and will be better able
to live with the future and with each
other.

Certain bits in the story seem de-
finitely contrived to make the "good"
people appear better and the evil ones
more evil-but that's life, love and
sex, heterosexual or homosexual, the
only difference being the matter of
the genders of the lovers. Intimate
togetherness episodes are presented
with quite revealing detail, but not
with the forcefulness of Norman
Mailer's descriptions; and four letter
words are reserved for other char-
acters and - situations. Thus, each
reader will get from Lonny's ex-
periences and reactions differing in-
terpretations because of his own
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hopes, fears, biases, prejudices and
way of life.

Occasionally the tempo of the un-
foldment of the story is slowed down
while the author uses his characters
as mouthpieces for a bit of proselytiz-
ing for a more charitable and intel-
ligent attitude on the part of the
hetero world towards the homophile
and his world, which is also the at-
titude of many representative persons
in the fields of human and social ad-
vancement. It would have maintain-
ed the unity of the story had he
dramatized the preachments into
the action of the characters.

Anyway-the book is exciting
reading, academically or just for
kicks.

W. F. Baker

~
"SWEET 16"
Dear ONE:

I am a homophile, and I am 16 years
old. As soon as I am of age I intend to
be a very active supporter of ONE.

For a long time I was unhappy with my
lot as part of the Lavender Set, but after
I discovered that we are not uncommon
or "queer" I came to accept myself more
or less. The book Christ and the Homosexual
was a great help to me, as also were
several friends. The book should be in
every teenage homosexual's hands. It would
make many lives happier.

The present gay teenagers wi II be the
future leaders of the homophi Ie movement.
So why are we excluded from it today?
Some group must be formed for the teen-
agers. There is plenty of material to work
with. We have a cause. Homosexual love
can be beautiful~just as it can be ugly;
but this is true of the straight crowd. I

can't see why we are classed as "nuts"
of some kind. Wouldn't it be wonderful if
homosexuals could walk with heads high
instead of hiding in the cracks and crevices
of society? Society has produced us, and
they cannot now reject us. Present day
morality is mere hypocrisy.

R. S.
Mich.

ON THE MAKE
In glancing at recent issues of ONE, I

noticed a letter from a Mr. M. in Chicago
in lost April's number. He complained about
nothing happening in The Village in New
York, and of not meeting the kind of
people he seeks. I would soy that Mr. M.
must have been in a hurry or just went
to the wrong places. There are many nice
people in New York, and they can be
found if one is not in a hurry and remains
calm. Also people are not all "cold" as
Mr. M. thinks. True, many are afraid to
show their real feelings at just a casual
meeting. But this is a good thing usually,
as we all know, because it lessens the
danger of being picked up by the police.
I suggest that Mr. M. take it easy, keep
his eyes open, and remain optimistic.

Mr. D. S.
Sulpher, Okla.

CARELESS SELECTION
VENEREAL INFECTION
Dear Friends:

Your report in ONE and Confi on VD and
the public health situation served as the
springboard for on interesting discussion
at the West Side Discussion Group last
month. The New York Mattachine has just
prepared a leaflet on VD in cooperation
with the New York Dept. of Health set for
distribution in the near future. At the end
of our discussion, I am afraid that we
finished by rejecting your plea for avoiding
the public health services. It is our feeling
that public health records are records of
public health and not public records of
health.

Mr. Don G'olden
New York, N.Y.

Dear ONE:
Although I am only a subscriber I feel

a right, duty, and need to bother you with
my problem. I remember several months
back reading articles and letters in ONE
about sex associated, diseases. At that
time I was only academically concerned
with such. In the last three months, how-
ever, I have managed to contract qonorrheo
three times (three infections out of four
anal contacts). What's happened? I've been
goy for four years without any of this
trouble.
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The first time it happened (in December)
I. wrote it off to chance; the second' time
I called it careless selection; and the third
time (with an upper middle closs medical
student) I was at a complete loss for
reasons.

For myself I've sworn off the anal-genital
bit-I couldn't toke the embarrassment of
another infection.

Mr. D. R. O.
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs:
I agree with you on the principle that

it should be unethical for a homosexual to
allow public health officials to gain knowl-
edge which may tend to harm other per-
sons. However, if the effect of forbidding
homosexuals to use public health clinics
results in an increase in VD, then I feel
that this action may not be justified.

One answer to the problem would be
for ONE to send to all persons on its mail-
ing lists a pamphlet or mimeographed letter
dealing with ethics and YD. Such a publica-
tion might include: a statement of the policy
outlined in the Nov. Confi, a brief but
thorough description of the common venereal
diseases, a list of doctors known to pro-
vide ethical treatment for persons with a
homosexually derived venereal infection.

Such a project would, no doubt, be rather
expensive and the cost might have to be
borne by the Friends of ONE under the
heading of public service. If the program
resulted in a reduction in the incidence of
VD among homosexuals, and, incidentally,
in a lessening of the misuse of homosexuals
by public health officials, then surely the
cost would be justified. I suspect that one
of the most valid complaints about homo-
sexua Is is that they are frequently carriers
of YD.

Mr. R. D. W.
Troy, N.Y.

Gentlemen:
I am gay and quite average. It is the

subject of VD in the Nov. O. C. that prompts
this letter. Twice in my life I have been
called on the carpet of the Public Health
Dept. as having been in contact with, and
I quote " . . . we do not care whether
it was a man or woman, the fact is that
you have. been exposed to one havi ng VD."

The first encounter with the PHD was
about six years ago in Oakland; the
second was last November and this time
with the Berkeley PHD. (Ironically, in both
cases there had not been any sexual contact
other than sharing the same bed.) In both
instances I cooperated with the PHD fully,
and was treated in a most gracious way.

Smugness, however, is not one of my
traits. As you state, the PHD anywhere

using the tactics you describe is defeating
its own purpose and should be exposed.
Therefore, I would like your reaction to the
suggestion that I (and any others elsewhere)
make copies of said editorial for distribution
to PHD agencies in this area. Incidentally,
Consumers Reports, Oct., '63, had a very
informative article on YD.

Mr. L. D. S.
Berkeley, Calif.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
The fact is, Mr. L. D. S., having only

slept in the same bed with these two men
your name is now on record at both the
Oakland and Berkeley health centers as a
known practicing homosexual, and this
record is available to practically any in-
vestigating body including the police. We
repeat for the benefit of The New York
Mattachine, D. R. 0., R. D. W., L. D. S.,
and every reader of ONE: 1. There is ab-
solutely no evidence that homosexuals are
more frequently carriers of VD than their
heterosexual brothers. 2. Private physicians
are just as capable of diagnosing and treat-
ing VD as public clinics and are more likely
to limit their attention to curing the disease.
3. Public records are public records, and
whenever, if ever, they are needed for the
"welfare of the community" they will be
handed over. The question has been tested
and settled.

SIDE NOTES

Gentlemen:
Here's a little side note: after reading

ONE I pass it on to my friends for their
assistance in a more complete understand-
ing and reading enjoyment. During the
Holiday week last Xmas, I was over to
a friend's home for a little "cheer" and
saw a copy of ONE dated Aug. '63. You
should have seen the condition the pub-
lication was in-grease' spots, thumb-worn,
torn, and scotch-taped. I asked. "How many
have read this copy?" "Twelve, that I know
of," was my friend's reply,

Mr. C. H. R.
Tucson, Arizona

Gentlemen:
Having been a member or subscriber

ever since the inception of ONE, I find
that I am now not renewing my subscrip-
tion.

In October, 1962, I was visited illegally
at my place of work by two men from
the post office department. As a result,
thanks to a completely non-understanding
employer, I was forced to resign. Only this
past January was I able to secure full-time
employment, and it will be at least two
years before I will feel able to relax
completely in the position.
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